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One of the worlds most exciting dance theatre companies, Pilobolus hits Auckland
this June for the Australasian premiere of their groundbreaking show, Shadowland.
Sarah Illingworth talks to the companys Executive Director Itamar Kubovy.

F

rom performing at the Oscars to choreographing
unique works for music videos and commercials,
Pilobolus harnesses physicality and illusion to
create stunning performances. Known for their
collaborative approach, the Connecticut-based company
invite their dancers to contribute to the development of a
work, rather than insisting upon the traditionally more formal
distinction between choreographer and performer.
“Basically, the idea is that you have many chefs in the kitchen
at the same time,” says Executive Director Itamar Kubovy,
who has been with Pilobolus since 2004. “It [can] initially
appear to people as utterly chaotic, [but] ultimately, we
believe, produces consistently original and surprising work.”
Founded in 1971 by a group of students from Dartmouth
College in New Hampshire, USA, the original company were
more athletes than dancers. Travelling the world as a band
of six, they essentially created a style of dance now credited
with changing the course of modern dance, ultimately
shifting “people’s perceptions of what was possible to do
with the human body, and what the visual and surrealistic
imagery could produce in live performance.”

Today, Pilobolus continues to have this boundarypushing expectation of dance. Recent projects, managed
through the company’s sister initiative Pilobolus Lab, have
included collaborations with fiction writers, comic artists
and the critically acclaimed radio programme Radiolab.
They’ve tackled briefs from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology’s robotics department, performed with Penn &
Teller and teamed with Google Japan and American band
OK Go to produce a Grammy-nominated music video.

“The main mission of the company,” explains Itamar, “is
to convene folks who aren’t necessarily dance people.
And that’s really the great pleasure for us – to invite an
imagination and an artist and an intellect that can teach us
something, and experience what we’re trying to do with us.”

“Once the show hit Germany,
all hell broke loose. People
had an amazing response to it,
and it started really becoming
an idiosyncratic and amazing
phenomenon”

Having seen the resulting ad spot, Hollywood producer Laura
Ziskin (Pretty Woman, Spider Man, The Butler) contacted
Itamar to ask if his dancers could create something similar
for the 2007 Academy Awards, which she’d been tasked
with producing that year.

It was this openness that gave birth to Shadowland. The
show, which has its Auckland premiere this June, had its
seed in a commission the company received to choreograph
a commercial for Hyundai in 2006. Asked if they could create
a car using just the projected shadows of bodies against a
screen, the company rose to the challenge, having little idea
what the job would lead onto.

Once again, Pilobolus accepted the dare, and their work
– six short segments that saw the dancers memorialise the
year’s Best Picture nominees in shadow form – made such
an impression the phone started running hot with requests
for similar work.
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THROUGH THE YEARS

“We performed little shadow pieces ranging from two to
five minutes in length, for the next three years,” tells Itamar.
“We were performing for the Queen of England, princes in
the United Arab Emirates and for corporations like IBM and
McKinsey, and South African companies that were doing
advertising campaigns.”
Eventually, the crew’s new ‘short shadow’ skill-set evolved to
a point at which they felt it would be a loss not to use it to
construct a show of their own.
“Each time we did one of these things we’d learn a new
little trick or technique, or some kind of expansion of
our vision,” Itamar continues, “until we had this kind of
catalogue of all of these different images and approaches
and shapes and techniques. We thought, what if we were to
try to really put this together, and create a story that we were
passionate about?

Incorporating multiple, moving screens of different sizes and
shapes, Shadowland is that tale. Created in collaboration
with SpongeBob SquarePants’ lead writer Steven Banks, and
set to an original score composed by renowned US musician,
producer and composer for film David Poe, the show
merges projected images and front-of-screen choreography
to weave a fantasy-led narrative “of a young girl, and her
Alice in Wonderland experiences.”
To date, Shadowland has been performed almost 700 times,
in over 30 countries. Though it met with rave reviews from
its inception, as Itamar recalls, it was in Germany that things
really started blowing up.
“Once the show hit Germany, all hell broke loose. People
had an amazing response to it, and it started really becoming
an idiosyncratic and amazing phenomenon – in its appeal,
and in our sense of being able to bring this completely new
form of theatre to audiences around the world.”

Itamar Kubovy

Finally Auckland gets to see what all the fuss is about. In line
with the company’s penchant for adaptation and surprise,
the local version will have its own unique spin – a customised
segment at its close, comprised of shadows concocted
exclusively as a nod to our city.

SHADOWLAND
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1971

Founded as Pilobolus Dance Theater in
Dartmouth, New Hampshire, USA

1971

Opening act for Frank Zappa at a concert
at Smith College

1974

PBS make film about the group, titled 		
Pilobolus & Joan

1977

Broadway debut at St James Theater

1996-7

Awarded Primetime Emmy Award for 		
Outstanding Achievement in 			
Cultural Programming

2002

Published first edition of Twisted Yoga

2004

Itamar Kubovy appointed first 		
Executive Director

2005

Awarded TED Fellowship

2006

Hyundai commercial airs on television

2007

Performed Best Picture ‘shadow shorts’ at
Academy Awards

2007

Established International Collaborators Project

2008

Debut performance in Auckland, 		
New Zealand

2009

Shadowland premiered in September

2009

Clip created for NFL Network nominated
for Emmy Award in Sports

2010

First collective awarded the 54-year Dance
Magazine Award

2010

Co-founder Jonathan Wolken passed away
and Wolken Education Fund established

2011

Won Guinness World Record for fitting 		
most people in a Mini Cooper (26)

2011

Appearance on Sesame Street 		
(the letter L and number 4)

2012

Google Chrome Japan and OK Go 		
collaboration nominated for Best Video
Grammy (All Is Not Lost)

2012

Radiolab collaboration, In the Dark, 		
premiered

2012

Awarded German Live Entertainment Award

2013

[esc], a theatre collaboration with Penn &
Teller, premiered in Las Vegas
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